Issue 136, June 2020
Editor’s Foreword
What a strange time we’re having this year! January seems a long
time ago, but the year started off quite normally with a short trip
away in our motorhome and then the Coniston Meet. In February
we set off for an extended holiday in New Zealand. We met up
with ex-members Ruth and Ian and spent a wonderful four weeks
exploring South Island. Then we crossed over to North Island for
what was meant to be the last two weeks of our trip. That’s when
we started to realise that perhaps we would need to come home
early. New Zealand was very quick to put social distancing
measures into place but there were no restrictions on travel so we
were still able to go out for some great walks. Towards the end of
our fifth week away I discovered that Cathay Pacific had cancelled
most of their flights out of New Zealand, which was a bit of a
problem as part of our flight home was with them from Auckland
to Hong Kong. I tried to get in touch with British Airways (who
we’d booked the flights through) but there was no answer from
their New Zealand office. The next day I called BA in the UK and
got through after a relatively short time on hold. They were
extremely helpful and got us the last seats on a Qatar Airways
flight to London via Doha. So we came home a week earlier than
planned which was a shame but if we’d stayed any longer we
suspect it would have been a lot more difficult to get home.

Meets when lockdown allows…

I hope everyone is staying fit, healthy and sane,

With the current uncertainty surrounding lockdown and what the
future holds post-lockdown, your Meet Secretaries are working hard
to minimise the impact of cancellations and to keep the meets
calendar filled. The Committee will try to keep everyone informed
about the status of meets via email and the website. Please bear
with us during these testing times.
Please remember that if you put your name down for a meet you
are committed to pay for your place even if you later find that you
are unable to, or don’t want to, attend.

When?

Where?

August

Camping Meet — if lockdown allows
and people want to get together

18-20th September 2020

Court House, St. Davids,
Pembrokeshire SM 753 253

16-18th October 2020

Old School Bunkhouse,
Chapel-le-Dale SD 741 776

13-15th November 2020

Bury Hostel, Glen Ridding, Lakes
NY 365 174

4-6th December 2020

Dalehead Bunkhouse, Edale
SK 101 842

Barry

2021

Social Events
When?

What and Where?

Virtual Pub Meets (using
Zoom video conferencing)

Every Monday evening from 8.30pm
during lockdown

Last Friday of the month

Climb and Curry, Milton Keynes

Every Tuesday

Climbing at Big Rock Bond, MK

Every Thursday

Climbing at Oxford Brookes

Monday 23th November

AGM, 7.00pm, Squash Club

Saturday 12th December

Xmas Meal

14-16th May 2021

Count House, Bosigran, Cornwall

4-6th June 2021

Bamford Bunkhouse, Peak District

19-26th June 2021

Glen Brittle Memorial Hut, Skye

15-15th August 2021

Star Cottage, Two Dales, Peak D.

2022
4-11th June 2022

Glen Coe Independent Hostel
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ACC Committee Meeting Minutes
The following section contains edited highlights from the committee meeting minutes. If anyone is interested in
seeing the unedited minutes please contact any member of the committee.

Meeting Date: 6th January 2020
Present: Jenny Walker, Diccon Proctor, Richard Lodge, Olly Nicholson, Val Lum, Richard Andrews, Barry Wright
Apologies: Moira Domican-Gough
Meets: Booking in procedures to be reviewed; Olly, Jenny, Moira and Richard L to form sub-committee.
All 2020 meets are now arranged except for the August camping meet.
35 people interested in Glen Coe so additional accommodation booked on same site.
2021 meet booking on hold until 2020 meets situation is known.
Treasurer’s Report: Glen Coe deposit paid; member payments expected shortly.
Membership: Renewals ongoing; 47 full members; 3 life; 1 student; 2 child
AOB: Yahoo is removing all ‘Groups’ functionality except for emails. RA to download all data currently stored.
Next Meeting: 2nd March (subsequently postponed to 6th April)

Meeting Date: 6th April 2020
Present: Jenny Walker, Diccon Proctor, Richard Lodge, Olly Nicholson, Val Lum, Richard Andrews, Barry Wright,
Moira Domican-Gough
Apologies: None
Social Meets: All social meets on hold due to COVID-19.
Meets: COVID-19 situation being monitored and meets being cancelled or postponed/moved to 2021/2022.
2021 meet bookings in progress.
Next Meeting: 4th May

Meeting Date: 4th May 2020
Present: Diccon Proctor, Richard Lodge, Olly Nicholson, Richard Andrews, Barry Wright, Moira Domican-Gough
Apologies: Jenny Walker, Val Lum
Meets: Jan, Feb and March meets went ahead before government lockdown.
April, May and June meets have been cancelled.
July meet at Caseg Fraith will be reviewed later in May. Website has been updated to reflect current situation.
Diccon to send out another ‘Chairman’s Update’ re: future meets.
Treasurers Report: Finances being closely monitored. Richard circulated a Cash Flow forecast illustrating potential
effects of bookings, cancellations, etc.
Newsletter Report: Material being sought for next issue. A special ’lockdown’ issue was discussed.
Nick H is digitising old issues of the newsletter and loading them onto the website.
Social Media: A new forum for member discussions is required now that Yahoo is defunct. Olly agreed to
investigate Google Groups.
Next Meeting: 3rd August
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Club Awards 2019
For everyone who wasn’t able to attend the 2019 Xmas Dinner (and for those who can’t
remember being there)...
Here is the list of awards that were graciously handed out by our esteemed Chairman…
MAIN AWARDS – honouring achievements and the unplanned events of 2019
1. Save the Fields
A new charity for Graham Field who went home early at Dec meet and missed his Xmas meal because Wendy
found a large leak (in their roof). Was it due to a dodgy builder, or a dodgy bladder?
2. Bargaining Chips
Jenny’s bravery, or bare faced cheek, for haggling with Doug Scott the world renowned Himalayan climber. She
tried knocking him down £50 on the price of a picture at charity auction.
3. Locally Lost
Losing your way in remote highlands is excusable but lost in your own postcode is more questionable. Sally and
Nick ended up at Big Rock Bond instead of Big Rock Hub at the March Climb and Curry.
4. Royalty Here Tonight
Some people keep going and have more comebacks than Rocky! Bill Russell into his 7th decade and following
major surgery, makes a return to leading – Creagh Dhu Wall at Tremadog.
5. Thunderbirds Are Go!
Best newsletter article of the year by Olly incorporating capers in the Cairngorms and
the first ever new route in a motorway services.
6. Elvis Costello Award “I can’t stand up for falling down”
Jo Alford for “unexplained” loss of use of legs at Moira and Adams wedding party — thought to be due to
hydration issues.
7. Unluckiest Team
December meet and Brenda can’t go out due to migraine so Rod, her partner, goes out and falls while fell
jogging and ruptures quads tendon.
8. OAP Rescue Squad
At the end of a satisfying day outdoors, Jenny and Paul were on the way to the pub in Lawrenny,
Pembrokeshire. They come across an 80yr old man who had fallen down a wall by the estuary. He had a mild
head injury and his feet were in the water with a rising tide. What would you do in this situation either [A] DO
THE HONOURABLE THING/GO AND HAVE A PINT, or [B] GET WET AND MUDDY? Our heroes opted for B and
kept the guy’s head out of the water until the coastguard effected evacuation by lifeboat. This dynamic duo
were 1 hour late for the pub which changes habit of a lifetime!!!
9. Fully Windproof
One member kept his erection upright for a whole week! This amazing feat
was witnessed by many onlookers!! There’s a perfectly innocent
explanation. If you’re being blown around in the wind you’ve got to do
everything to keep it up – the tent I mean – and you need an expedition
expert……Stephen Beazley.
10. Lead of the Year
Olly gets special mention for his first E1 lead. But there’s no stopping the youth of today – the Leader of Year
award goes to William Hylton who led Thin Wall Special E1, 5b at Bosigran age of 16.
11. Reg Monks Award— for a member who most embodies the spirit of the club
Awarded to Val Lum. She regularly attends meets and trips, has shown wonderful family photos at slide shows
and, for many years as Club Secretary, has managed to keep the committee in check.
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Field Testing a Paramo Jacket
By Richard Andrews
“There is no bad weather, only inappropriate clothing.” ― Ranulph Fiennes

Back in March on the last club meet (you may remember we used to go to climbing huts each month, before life changed
dramatically since ‘lockdown’). The forecast for the weekend was not great, OK rain and strong winds were forecast, but having
missed the previous meet, I felt in need of getting away to some mountains. The forecast did not disappoint! What better time
to test my new jacket and gilet.

We all have our favourite brands of climbing / walking apparel. Paramo seems to be one of those that people either like or
hate. It does seem that it works better for some people than others. I have been impressed with a pair of Paramo trousers I
bought last spring, so a few months ago, when I retired an ageing Gortex, I decided to try a Paramo jacket. After a few walks
around the Chilterns, I had an opportunity to test it on the Little Langdale meet in proper wet weather. With Diccon and James
we did a circuit of Swirl How and Wetherlam. For several hours we were walking in driving rain, which is a good test for any
clothing (not to mention the wearer!). I wore a Smartwool lightweight top under the jacket. That combination was quite warm
enough when moving. When stopping we all need an extra layer to maintain warmth. With most jackets that means taking the
jacket off, putting on an insulation layer then putting the jacket back on. Paramo has a really neat alternative. Put the gilet on
over the top of the jacket! This seemed to work remarkably well. Certainly it is much easier to take on and off, it provided extra
insulation and it doesn’t matter that it gets wet.

Was the outfit entirely waterproof? In a word ‘No’, but it kept me warm and reasonably dry. I am normally cold in the winter,
so warm clothing is important to me. Obviously keeping dry is important too. My experience of other ‘waterproof’ garments is
that once they leak, moisture continues to seep in. Interestingly with the Paramo, during the course of several hours of driving
rain, there were points where the fabric let water in, but not continuously and I was not cold. The only place where I really got
wet was on my chest, when the front zip eventually let water through. To be fair, I had not bothered to do up the storm flap
poppers behind the zip so it was not really a fair test. More’s the pity, I doubt I will get a chance to retest it in really wet
mountain weather any time soon! Shucks, I will have to make do with local walks in the sunshine instead.
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ACC History Quiz #1
How many of you know anything about the history of the club? Nick Haine has been busy during lockdown and, supported by
government funding, has been busy digitising all of the club newsletters and loading them onto the Club website.
To encourage members to discover more about the club history I have come up with a little lockdown quiz. Unless you have
been in the club for a very long time (Jenny?) you will need to read through the old newsletters to find the answers. This quiz
covers the ten year period from 1977 to 1986. If you enjoy finding the answers, let me know and I’ll try to make it a regular
item until we reach present day newsletters.
Send your answers to me at barry_wright@outlook.com and there will be a prize for the first entry will them all correct.
I hope you enjoy discovering things about your club.
Barry
Q#

Question

1

What committee position did Jenny have in 1977?

2

Why did no-one go on the Cornwall or Skye meets in 1977?

3

How much was the membership fee in 1978?

4

What was Bob Lee trying to sell in May 1978?

5

How much did the Annual Dinner cost (per person) in 1979?
The published cost included all food and drinks!
By how much was the membership fee raised in 1979?

6

8

How many years has the annual run ending at Albury been going? And
what was it first called?
When did Paul Turton get married?

9

What did some members do to raise money for charity in 1982?

10

What was in short supply at Caseg Fraith in May 1984?

11

Who became Newsletter Editor in 1986?

12

Who won the ‘design the club logo’ competition in 1986?

13

What was on the original design of the club logo that isn’t there now?

7
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The ACMCC

You may not have heard about this but there is now an offshoot of the Aylesbury Climbing Club called the ACMCC - Aylesbury
Campervan, Motorhome and Climbing Club.
The inaugural meet was in February when a small band of mobile members met up at Cheddar. The offshoot section currently
consists of Bob and Pam in their campervan Ruby, Jackie and Chris in their campervan Amy, Peter and Debbie Anderson in their
motorhome Margaret (or Maggie if you want to wind up Peter) and Kay and Barry in their motorhome Ernie. Nick and Chris
with Annie weren’t able to join us on this meet but will hopefully be with us in the future.
The weather was reasonable and we managed to do some cycling, walking and bird bothering but no climbing.
If anyone else with a home on wheels would like to join us just drop one of us a line and we’ll let you know when and where
the next get together is going to happen.

On-Line Payments
Hopefully everyone already knows that it is now possible to pay on-line for
meets. Richard is also happy to accept online payments for your subscription
renewals and for the Christmas Dinner.
In the reference please include your surname and ‘meet’, 'subs' or 'Xmas
Dinner' as appropriate. If your bank doesn’t let you specify a different reference
for each payment then just use your surname and make sure you email Richard
to let him know that you have made a payment and what it is for.
Please always make separate payments for each item.

The account details for Aylesbury Climbing Club are:

Sort code 60-01-31
Account No. 07301405
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Same Trip — Two Stories
VERSION 1: Carry on up the Cairngorms
Diccon Proctor
You know when the two Pauls are coming on a climbing trip something is going to happen….
The great East vs West debate raged again – not about cultural differences but how much ice there would be in early Feb. The
East won and our team, swayed somewhat by the tempting offer of a very comfy 8 bed house for the price of a 4 bed one, was
off to the Caingorms once more. Team line up: Diccon Graham, Alex M, Olly, Paul “Yorkie” Nurse, Paul “Curly” Day.

With only 4 days to play with some bright spark came up with the idea of travelling overnight on Wed to maximise climbing
time. So at 3.30am on Thu we rolled into Aviemore and straight to bed, happy (?) in the knowledge that we could “lie in” to
7am. Grumpy and Groggy got up first, shortly followed by Dazed and Confused, and by 9am we were already on the walk in to
Coire an Sneachda. We all opted for The Runnel, a classic grade II gully line with a narrow chimney crux to top out – the Grown
Ups leading the way followed by the Squabbling Children. A superb climb and a bluebird weather day meant that the bright
spark was forgiven but still made to carry the rack downhill.
The Pauls arrived in the evening after a short hold up, i.e. a “brush with The Law”. I don’t know why the police were holding
people up, I thought that was the job of bank robbers but we live in strange times! Apparently the Pauls and their car bore a
passing resemblance to some local ne’er do wells and the cops with nothing better to do on a quiet Thu night pulled them
over. Now if you’re merely traveling in an aged grimy Skoda with one side panel stove in, wheel hubs that don’t match and a
layer of dirt on the number plate that even an electron microscope couldn’t penetrate, you might question why you’re being
picked on. But if you haven’t got an MOT then it’s a Fair Cop!
A quick re-jig of Fridays plan meant an early start to drop Yorkies’ Skoda off at the MOT garage on the way to climbing the next
morning! Curly had somehow forgotten to pack a rucksack so he borrowed the only spare the team had – Diccons’ 20L work
day bag – and strode out of the car park fully kitted out with rope over shoulder. The team split up with the Pauls’, Olly and
Graham heading back to Sneachda to tackle some gully lines and finish in enough time to have a relaxing coffee and cake in
the café.
Diccon and Alex opted for the longer walk to Coire Lochain and after 2 hours of trudging
straight into a 50mph headwind, with relief they found some shelter in the cliffs below Y
Gully Right Branch. (Diccon said afterwards the wind was so draining it was the closest
he’d come to sacking it on a walk in). Alex with energy to spare (god knows how)
volunteered to take on the cornice having never had
this pleasure before – an offer Diccon, with good
grace and no puff left, accepted. A half hour ice
sculpture workshop followed with Alex producing a
somewhat modernist “Trench”. With a dodgy one
arm pick placement and the snow collapsing under
his feet Alex teetered up to the crest of the cornice
to be hit full in the gob by 60mph gusts and topped
out whilst doing a nice impression of a dog sticking
its head out of a car window on the motorway.
Diccon chose the more traditional technique of an undignified crawl on hands and knees.
Barely able to stand in the vicious wind we staggered back.
S is for storm force and spindrift and so Saturday turned out. With 70mph gusts predicted
and exfoliation by icy particles the therapy on offer you’d think a short stroll to the gear
shop is the only sensible choice but when you’ve been starved of ice climbing for the
whole winter your decision making gets a bit addled. Graham, the wise old fox, opted for a
lower level ramble, and the rest of us opted for yet another stumble up to Sneachda. At
the start of the Cairngorm Mountain car park road we came face to face with another
police car blocking the road. Everyone tried to erase their criminal records from their
respective minds and collectively adopted an air of innocence. Phew – we got off scot-free!
It turns out we weren’t on the “Most wanted Criminal in Scotland list” after all and that a
serious accident a little way up the road meant our only fixed penalty was a 10 mile detour
to get to the car park.
Having been deprived of any winter climbing for several years Curly was not going to be
put off easily and he and Yorkie “swam” up Crotched Gully. Olly switched on his “common
sense” mode at the foot of the climb and retired to the café, while Alex and Diccon gamely
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pretended “things aren’t too bad”. A quarter of the way up Spiral Gully and being battered by stinging swirling granules of
ice the tone changed to “things could definitely be better”. Higher up the twisting gully became more enclosed and the
towering cliffs gave some respite from the onslaught. Diccon’s turn to savour the “full wallop” of topping out – a clout akin
to a Stupefy spell from Harry Potter. Once Alex arrived the retreat was sounded and a reprise of the previous days “Dancing
on Ice” ensued. Crampons lost traction in the fierce gusts and a curious skittery hopping gait somehow got us down safely.
Frozen stiff, we made it back to the café to find….. they’d stopped serving and the
rest of the team in a state of carefree serenity. Thawing out and forming rather
large puddles on the floor Diccon was bombarded with questions from a highly
excitable little Asian boy who didn’t know that post gnarly-climb etiquette allows
the weary wanderer to flop onto the nearest bit of cosy furniture. In fact the
inquisition was so intense I started to worry he was some sort of trainee police
interrogator. Eventually placated by his Dad taking a photo of him with a rather
haggard ice climber, we were “released without charge” and free to find the
nearest hot shower.
The threat of Storm Ciara “making landfall” on Sunday even deterred the hardiest
of our team and a vote for “let’s get the hell out of here” was passed
unanimously. Yorkie now had a bounty on his head for vehicular misdemeanours
and the Fuzz were closing in. So a decoy car was employed and the Galaxy drove
through Aviemore first followed at a discreet distance by Pauls Skoda. High
tension was palapable and then the scene erupted into a blaze of blue flashing
lights in the rear view mirror. Multiple chants of “it wasn’t me guv” poured out
and a few tears were spilt but these turned to tears of joy as the police patrol car
hurtled past evidently on its way to bracelet some real mobsters. The Pauls
overtook us with sheepish grins and we replied in kind safe in the knowledge it
was all going to be plain sailing from here on…….
Some readers might remember last year’s Cairngorms trip report and the excruciatingly drawn out trip home we had after
being plagued by engine failure…..well just like a Carry On film this episode had the same plot and same cast! Graham
enacted the Great Escape part 2 by getting us to drop him off in the Lakes just before the troubles started. Storm Ciara had
deposited enough flood water to fill a few oceans and the M6 was blocked at Preston allowing us to have a jolly hour and a
half detour to see the sights of the towns gridlocked road system only to re-emerge barely 4 miles further down the
motorway than where we had got off. Suitably chastened by this rather stark retribution for being accessories to a petty
crime we’re all now on the straight and narrow.

VERSION 2: Whoop Whoop! That’s the sound of da police
Olly Nicholson
Thursday February 7th 2020.
If it works why change it? That’s what we’re told and so we didn’t.

A group of ACC regulars picked the very same Cairngorm destination on the very same weekend as the previous year’s trip.
It’s worryingly perhaps only one year and one repeat trip away from being the typical family holiday scheduled in upon
departure ready and waiting for next year’s replica dose of relaxation. A safe
structured routine of sorts that gives many the security and an unchallenging
departure away from home.
Not exactly how Simon Richardson would describe it in Chasing the Ephemeral, but
we were there in the Cairngorms again. A luxury Aviemore holiday letting was
tendered for a long weekend for Alex Metcalfe, Diccon, Graham, Paul Day, Paul
Nurse and myself Olly.
All except the Paul’s arrived after a long drive through the previous Wednesday
night, getting a few hours’ sleep ready for a decent outlook up in Sneachda. It had
been a strange start to the year, where most of the country was experiencing heavy
flooding and warm temperatures. There hadn’t been anything close to good
conditions in the mountains, so we were keen to make most of a bit of snow, cold
temps, and a clear sky.
It was a pleasant day rattling tired joints up a very lean The Runnel, a grade II gully
that splits a group of four and being the premier line as viewed from the approach.
Alex and I partnered and followed a team of Diccon and Graham, in what was a
deserted and blissful Corrie. No real ice but the snow was crisp and deep enough to
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make an enjoyable romp.
We came home that evening to Paul Nurse and Paul Day unloading after their long journey North. I’ve always liked Nurse’s
Skoda, the 2007 silver Octavia. It’s a subtle juxtaposition taking on the appearance of a banger with massive tyres, but
underneath revealing a fine mechanically tuned performance built for speed and economy. Much like Paul then I hear you
say. But anyone who knows Paul, knows he teaches the maintenance of DAF lorries to budding mechanics and such the
Skoda reflects his art form.

The news then that the Pauls had been stopped by Scotland’s boys in blue on Aviemore’s high street wasn’t too much of a
surprise. “Oh yeah. How fast were you going?” someone asked knowingly of his penchant for speed.
As it happens the police had taken one look at the deer sized scar running
the length of the passenger side, checked with control to the cars
roadworthy status, and subsequently stopped him for the lack of MOT. An
issuing of a 24 hour deadline to get the vehicle legally back on the road
was firmly pushed home.
Friday Morning
Giving Paul some back up, we followed him to George McDonald’s garage,
Aviemore’s mechanic and MOT center. George wasn’t a man for early
mornings so we left the car parked outside and answer phone messages in
the hope George had some free time. It was a good place for the police to
see the car parked in case the offices were patrolling.

Graham and I teamed up for the grade II Crotched Gully. There was a bit
of faffing about the first stance, but it got off to a good start over ledges
and fresh slopes. Upon the first pitch where, running out of rope, I had to
take a steeper groove option to get to a satisfactory looking belay stance
running right off the main line. Trouble was it was loose as a goose and as
I weighted a high left boot a rock the size of a policeman’s custodian hat
shifted downwards halting my upward movement. Thankfully it didn’t
travel down the gully towards Graham, but instead wedged in the tapered
gully below giving me good leverage to stand up. I haven’t told Graham
how close he came to rock dodging until now.
The second and third pitches were straight forward enough up excellent snow. Topping out onto a glorious plateau. We
were down the Goat Track and out into the café by lunch time. All to do now was to schedule in how many coffees and
cakes we could have before our fellows returned. We had a mediocre four rounds each.
Team Day & Nurse had headed for The Runnel. Day looked straight out of a 1980’s mountain catalogue, since he had to wear
all his gear on the approach due to forgetting his bag. Wooly gloves, alpine coils and red gaiters, he was a joyful sight.
Diccon and Alex headed windward for Lochan in what I hear was like swimming upstream
for the entire approach. They ticked off Y Gully Right Branch, with Diccon proudly telling us
about Alex fighting his way through the cornice.
Back in Aviemore it turned out that George MacDonald was unable to arrange the MOT, so
Paul reluctantly collected the Skoda still unroadworthy in the eyes of the law. It set us on a
course for the weekend where we all were on high alert helping Paul navigate what was
seemingly endless encounters with the constabulary.
We didn’t have to wait long as it was early evening and it was time to go get supplies. The
car park in Tesco, Aviemore is a replica found anywhere in the isles, but with one thing
notably different. It was crawling with coppers. They were so unashamed of their presence,
goading Paul, knowingly intimidating us with their show of force. Any Jock or Aggie would
have thought that they were parking up, grabbing a quick bite before a long Friday night in
the town, but we knew what their intention was, and it was intimidation. Our exit of the
car park laden with ingredients for curry and boxes of beer was sound tracked by nervous
laughter from Paul.
Saturday
Storm Ciara’s leading front had come overnight reminding us that our early start was necessary to get ahead of what was
due to come in later that afternoon. High winds, snow up high and a lot of rain on its way.
As we travelled again to the lower snow slopes of Sneachda we encountered a road block. Aviemore’s finest were again out
in force at what was seemingly a checkpoint designed to catch Paul. Their orders were clearly laid bare. Where’s Paul, and
has the Skoda got it’s MOT yet? We nervously crept to a halt, Diccon electing to exit the vehicle parked at a safe distance
and walked towards to the coppers. He returned saying something about too much snow and an accident, but we saw
through it.
A 30-minute traverse around the checkpoint we dropped Graham, who definitely made the correct decision of a low level
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walk given the terrible outlook. The rest of us switched lead
on the walk in, trying to save energy like a the spear of a
peloton fighting against the oncoming wind. It was hard
work, but thankfully the nights snowfall had covered up the
dreadful compacted ice that had paved the entire walk in
over the last days.

Paul and Paul again teamed up for Crotched Gully. A climb
apparently so thoroughly different to the previous day.
Deep snow covered all features and was described more as
a swim.
Diccon, Alex and I got to the bottom of Spiral Gully Direct. I
took one look at the 5 pitches of wind blasted face with
what looked like no shelter and thought ‘the café do a tops
hot chocolate’. So as I, with the wind on my back, made
haste of the decent Diccon and Alex went on.
Alex described it as “A brilliant route, a proper Scottish
mountaineering day out. A beautiful patch of ice on the second pitch. Ploughing through powder after that. Miserably cold.”
They both arrived back at the café hours later dragging in through the doors the cold and wet, clunking – gear still on their
harnesses. A sign that it was ‘blowy up top’ giving them little opportunity to stow their gear before descending. Diccon,
looking gnarled was suddenly set upon by a eight year old lad who seemingly had found his new hero. This young chap had
clearly never seen anything like it and peppered Diccon, a man who so desperately needed a cup of tea, with questions like
“Where’ve you been? Why? What does that thing do? Can we have a selfie?” in the way kids who haven’t found their filter yet
do.
Back at the cottage England vs Scotland Rugby was on the tele. A game so thoroughly dull I apologise even recalling the
faintest of memories you might have accidently held on to. We finished the evening drying gear and merrily drinking and
eating what was left of our supplies, a great finale to the climbing.
Sunday
We ran the bags from the door to the cars, trying to keep dry. The clouds drawing down from the mountains had
encompassed us mirroring the heavy feeling of our escape back home. A plan was needed if we were to get Paul and the
illegal Skoda back to Blighty, avoiding the ever present coppers.
Communication was vital. If we were to succeed we were going to need direct coms from the lead spotter vehicle to the Paul’s
in the target vehicle. Thankfully we could rely on Graham, an ex-serviceman with a long history of operations, he had just the
device. His £9.99 cellular phone, stuck in a time where emojis were sideways :) and with apparently no access to anything
higher than 2G, we were set. A link was established from Graham to Paul Day.
Next we needed fuel. The dual BP and M&S delicatessen north of the A9 was
agreed and arranged as the primary objective and last position of danger.
Police Scotland’s Aviemore HQ only meters away the lead car traversed
Aviemore’s Grampian Road signalling left into the forecourt. The message
relayed to the Paul’s, following at a safe distance, was that there was no
presence of our boys in blue.

As Diccon edged the lead vehicle into position at the pumps we were alerted
to the sound that we had so desperately hoped not to hear over the
previous four days. No misting, it was loud and clear.
Whoop whoop! The sound of da police
This was it. It was over. The sirens screamed from the High St, where the Paul’s were located, the coppers likely already
writing their fixed penalty notices.

Whoop whoop! The sound of da police
Something creeps in whenever your ears are met with that sound. Taking you back to teenage summer holidays being chased
though fields leaving a trail of stubby continental lager bottles. The response it initiates is then ingrained and instinctive.
Appropriately we had no time to react other than to fully commit to giving a self-conscious performance of yourself doing
nothing suspicious. This was street theatre in its purest of forms.
Alex and Diccon calmly reacted by going to buy morning pastries from M&S. Graham ever so experienced began kicking car
tyres, disappearing into the backdrop of the garage like a mechanic starting his shift. I leaned, whistling a tune watching the
scene unfold.
We had sighted the target vehicle being followed by blues and twos, the sound building as our hopes deflated the police
unknowing of the operation unravelling right in front of them screamed past the silver Skoda containing Paul and Paul. He had
got away with it.
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The Fiancée
Now everyone knows that any self respecting mountaineer has a fiancée.
However combining mountaineering and a fiancée is not always recommended!!

The expedition was a simple one, having planned a stay at the CIC hut on the north side of Ben Nevis to do some winter
mountaineering, arriving at the hut in good spirits, the organiser, a considered man, known for imaginary beard stroking, the
twitcher, a man with considerable bird knowledge, this came in
very useful for spotting the only bird on the mountain, the young
whipper snapper, keen as mustard and determined to photograph
all aspects of the trip, the wee toy Scotsman, thus named by a real
life obnoxious Scotsmen who shared the delightful accommodation,
the hairy mountaineer, named by his adoring fiancée who had a
number of other names for him by the end of the trip.
After a long walk in carrying their own body weight in supplies,
consisting mainly of instant custard, beer and white wine, even the
rookies of the group had spotted a missing vital environmental
issue, a lack of snow, thus
instantly rendering the
fiancée's brand new
ridiculously expensive ice axes
to be superfluous.

The Team

To those who haven't stayed at the iconic CIC hut, what iconic actually means is that you
will need to be in possession of a strong stomach or have a penchant for the aroma of
faeces emanating from the long drop toilets conveniently located next to the kitchen/
dining/sitting room and have a desire to fetch their water from the raging freezing
torrent just outside the front door but just far enough away to risk hypothermia!
With great aspirations and a smattering of
expertise, plans were made and climbing
partners chosen.
Despite lack of snow, spirits were high and
off we all went feeling rather intimidated by
Note the lack of snow
the mighty Ben! All pub induced bravery
regarding the north side was quickly sobered up. For those who haven't been
here in the winter, if mountains could talk, this one is definitely saying "f*** off
pal!!!" The fiancé and fiancée set their sights on Castle ridge, the day started in a
misty murky fog and with love in their hearts and almost unshakeable trust in the
hairier of the two (yes that was him!!) they
Plotting
quickly conquered the route. "How lovely
was that"? She said "and the suns come out" she visualised an easy descent followed by
leisurely afternoon at the hut preparing supper for the others.. "Shall we just "pop" to the
summit?" He asked. She
considered the proposition and
thought, "pop" would imply a
quick, easy wander up a final
few metres! "Of course darling,
why not"!
Some time later it became
apparent that the summit was
not so much of a "pop" but
more of bloody slog! Still her
love held strong. Having finally
A little snow
gained it they bumped into some
of the others, the considered leader of the expedition and the young
whipper snapper who had completed their mission. By this stage the
murky mist had returned and the afternoon had arrived.
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Obligatory summit photo

They waved the others off, "Why don't we descend via the CMD" he asked, "Is
that feasible" she asked "Of course, my love, what is the worst that could
happen" he replied… well the answer to this took some hours to unfold. Starting
with a revolting descent through a boulder field which took twice as long as
expected due to onset of fiancées vertigo, still her love held fast! "I'll just go to
the edge and get my bearings" he said, she watched him and thought, how clever
and capable he was, he returned from the edge however looking nervous and
disappointed "We shouldn't be able to see that valley" he said " I seem to have
made a navigational error" love was wobbling at this point and indeed in danger
of falling off the edge!
The edge from which he was lucky to return
After many hours of stumbling and swearing, luckily the fiancée could swear in
Gaelic and managed to hide her now growing doubts as to whether the mountaineer had any idea where the correct valley
was, they finally returned to the hut at 10.30 in the evening to the now slightly concerned others.

They had been joined by some "jolly" (aforementioned) Scotsmen who provided plenty of entertainment well into the wee
hours in the form of casual racism and general belligerence.
Now the moral of all this is that mountaineering is rather like child birth, it can hurt like f**k at the time but this is luckily
soon forgotten.
The team retreated the next day in gale force winds licking their wounds and dreaming up new aspirations for the future, all
crimes forgiven, no doubt they'll be back...
Signed,
The Wife

Joe Brown

Legendary climber and mountaineer, Joe Brown, died on 15 April, 2020 aged 89
An excellent article about Joe can be found on the UKClimbing website
Joe Brown Obituary
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Club (lack of) Activity Log Book Entries
For some strange reason log book entries are a bit light on the ground this issue.

Coniston, 17th-19th January 2020
Saturday
Richard and Bob started up the Old Man of Coniston by the ‘ordinary’ route through the mines. Walked from there to Swirl
Howe and down the Prison Band at which point Bob decided that Wetherlam was going to be ‘a peak to far’ so both
descended to Levers Water and then down the Coppermines valley, with Bob ‘pretty knackered’ at the end of it. Conditions
on the tops were bordering on the unpleasant, walking into a biting northerly wind and snow underfoot. The snow made
the decent down the Prison Band an interesting exercise that required a bit of care.
Geoff Bowles: It was a cold clear day, excellent for walking, but I left it to 1000 before I set off. Passed the youth hostel,
crossed Yewdale Fells to Tilberthwaite and ascended Wetherlam from Wetherlam Edge, meeting very few people on the
way. The path over Wetherlam was icy but avoidable, and visibility was excellent, with a cold wind in places and snow on the
summit. From Wetherlam I descended Red Dell but found it rough going with no obvious path until I approached
Coppermines valley. I reached the hut at 1600 having walked 14km and ascended/descended 930m

Sunday
Sunday started as a lovely day, cold, clear and sunny. Richard, Fiona and Bob took the
path that starts just behind the Youth Hostel, up Yewdale Fell. Fiona had actually tried
to come down this path the day before and had some issues with finding it. Going up it
was easier but it still took some care with map reading to stay on it. Returned by the
valley just north of Yewdale Fell. Interestingly the faint dotted black line on the 1:25k
map is a much better path than the more obvious green dotted public footpath. All in
all, a very pleasant walk and somewhere different. By the time we got back the weather
had turned cold and dull and Bob was knackered again.
Jenny and Paul went up the Torver track past the hut but weather turned foul so headed back to the pub.
Alex M and I walked up Helvellyn from the Thirlmere car park. Found a light covering of snow from 600m - made it feel
wintery. Lovely clear skies and visibility good up until the summit, with Catsycam in particular looking very white. In
celebration Alex decided to fly a kite - well my map actually - last seen rapidly disappearing into Brown Cove. Weirdly just
after getting to the summit shelter the wind picked up the clag descended and that was the last time we saw anything - most
unexpected and was mentioned by other folk on FB afterwards. We ambled along the ridge towards Dollywaggon Pike but
having got as far as Nethermost Pike in a whiteout, battling really chilly winds, and lacking a map, we decided to beat a
retreat and headed down. Good training for Caingorms conditions!
Jo and Nick walked from Torver past the Tranearth Hut crossed Walna Scar Road and headed up past Goat Water to Goat's
Hawse. Up to the summit of Dow Crag, descending back to Walna Scar Road by way of Buck Pike and Brown Pike. Before
returning to Torver on the Walna Scar Road and back past the Torver Hut we walked up to White Maiden where we still
didn't get any views!
Geoff Bowles: Set off at 1000 for a short low level walk. It was a beautiful walking day, clear and sunny with excellent
visibility. Left Coniston by the Cumbria Way and walked NE to Tarn Hows. There I walked around the lake before returning to
Coniston via Hill Fell and High Water Head – a distance of 12km with a height gain of 360m. Left Coniston at 1300 and set off
for North Wales.

North Wales, 21st-23rd February 2020
Friday: A washout, very very very very wet. very very very windy. Bob and Richard drove up in the morning and spent the
afternoon in front of the fire in the hut, drinking tea
Saturday: Probably wet

Sunday: Horrible morning, wind, drizzle, mist down to the valley. Richard and Bob drove to Anglesey and had a pleasant, if
muddy, walk along the coast from Moelfre to Benllech. The only disappointment was that Bob was expecting a chip van at
Benllech and there wasn’t one !
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Life on the (L)edge
It was a significant birthday, a number ending with a 5 which in the old days, for a man, was the start of life free from
deadlines, clock watching and commuting. What do you buy a man for his birthday who has already, through skill and
planning, been enjoying such a retired life for nearly a year…
An experience?
A night on a portaledge?
You may remember the article Peter A. wrote and the glorious sunny photos he included when he enjoyed a night on a
portaledge with sons Chris and Whizz for his 60th birthday. Ours was a more typical Welsh weather day. I had said to Barry
that he could share the night on the ledge with anyone he wished (could have made a mistake there, but we were luckily still
newly weds), maybe daughter Catherine, but no, I was the chosen one.
On the Thursday before the family meet we drove to St Gwenfaen’s Church, Rhoscolyn on Anglesey and met Sam from Gaia
Adventures mid afternoon. A fifteen minute walk across fields and we arrived at the cliff edge. We had shadows intermittently
when the sun came out from behind the clouds and a light breeze. Before setting up for the night, we geared up and climbed a
lovely two pitch severe from which, when directed to look across the cliff, we could see our hanging space for the night.
As we’re climbers we were allowed to assemble the portaledge, under Sam’s direction, and set up our own anchors. Believe
me, I checked and checked and then checked again! Time to go over the edge for supper. We abseiled down onto the ledge,
birthday boy first and then me. Tricky bit of balancing, getting used to the flex underfoot, and then we are sitting facing out to
sea, backs against the cliff. The view had gone. We were looking straight into sea mist. We couldn’t even see the route we had
climbed a couple of hours earlier. You hear the screech of birds, but have no idea where they are. Cliff faces are not smooth,
so whilst you think the ledge has levelled and is now stable, any movement can cause it to move and drop lower as the back
edge slips off a notch in the face. Most disconcerting…
Supper was lowered down to us. Olives, pasta in a sauce, a small bottle of red
wine each, followed by cheese and biscuits with grapes. Replete we climbed
back up the cliff for a walk to the pub for a last pint, toilet stop and teeth
cleaning. The return walk was in the dark and still cloudy. Abseil back down
over the edge with the added excitement of trying to sort out sleeping bags
and then clambering into them on this narrow flexible moving platform. Our
boots and helmets were taken off and securely attached with carabiners to
one of the few straps holding the ledge in place. We tried sleeping with
heads both at one end but believe me it doesn’t work. Immediate visions of
sliding headfirst into the sea sprang to mind. So there was a bit more of
taking it in turns to move around each other until we were both in sleeping
bags, this time with heads at opposite ends of our perch for the night.
July it may have been, but warm it was not. Full down jackets, buff and gloves helped to keep out the wind. Mid way through
the very long night, the sky cleared and we could see the moon and stars. The sound of the waves beneath you can be
soothing. We discovered that the noise of the waves hitting the cliff face and water moving in and out of unseen caves and
crevices sounds different depending on the state of the tide.
The plan was to have bacon butties and cups of tea lowered down to us for breakfast, but the desire to empty the bladder was
of greater important. Top tip here. Do not leave it too late before deciding you need the loo. It is quite a rigmarole to peel out
of sleeping bag and not loose it to the sea, reboot and helmet on and to wake Sam up at the top of the cliff so he can put you
on belay to climb up. The alarm system to wake Sam was his car keys placed in his helmet that would fall on him and wake
him up when we pulled on the rope attached to the helmet - it worked!
So how much did we sleep - honestly not a lot. Any movement one of you made would move the ledge and disturb the other.
Watching the dawn approach however was special. The sound and sight of the birds swirling so close around you whilst
perched on a ledge like one of them was an extraordinary experience (note to Peter - I did not call them seagulls!).
Sleeping on the side of a cliff was not on my tick list but it was a very different, romantic night out under the stars with my
husband. Has it made me want to climb in Yosemite, spending multiple nights on a ledge hauling up all the gear and with all
the added excitement of toileting on a ledge - NO!
Barry has had another birthday since our portaledge escapade. You would
think I’d have learnt my lesson.
We planned a six week holiday in New Zealand and I said as a birthday
present from me that he could try out a new experience. After all we were
going to be visiting Queenstown (known as the adventure capital of New
Zealand) on South Island, plenty of choice.
The chosen experience - a 43m bungee jump off Kawarau Bridge. What is
wrong with that… it was a tandem jump! It was 3 hours before I felt my
stomach had removed itself from my throat. Brilliant fun though.
Next birthday I’m buying Barry slippers!
Kay Wright
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Trip Report : Winter Climbing in the Slovakian Tatras :
06/03 - 13/03/20
Alex Metcalfe
Things didn’t start well for my first trip with the Alpine Club. A six hour delay ended with my partner and I walking the streets
of Kocise in the early hours of the morning looking for a room.
The next morning we took a train from Kocise to Poprad, passing
through wide open grasslands threaded with streams. As we
neared our destination of Tatramanska Lomnica, the Tatras slowly
appeared and my excitement grew.
The walk into the hut wasn’t as bad as I feared. Nothing like the
CIC. Eight kilometres of gently sloping terrain at a good pace made
for an enjoyable walk through snow-clad pine forest.
It was absolute bedlam in the hut when we arrived. The
atmosphere was deafening. My climbing partner Tom, an army
captain, rankled at this disgraceful lack of discipline. Among
jostling elbows and banging knees, I enjoyed the national dish of
Slovakia that night, Brundzove halusky so slainou. A creamy
concoction of potato noodles, sheep cheese & bacon.
First impressions
The morning brought bluebird skies and fantastic conditions to tackle routes such as Wyberowka & Stanislawski. A.C
members made it through several tough cruxs before admitting defeat. With plenty of old tat and rusty pitons knocking
about, it didn’t seem such an uncommon occurrence to bail.
For my climb I’d chosen a Tatra grade II/III, so Scottish IV, Ovcia cesta. The climb looked easy enough from the bottom.
I’d suggested Tom take the lead as he was in the right position to start and I was feeling a bit of a chicken. He made slow
progress, dragging himself over the first crux and struggling up the second. He was suffering with cold hands and wasn’t
having fun. By the time he’d run the rope out to the third crux and balanced precariously on his front points he called it a day
to ab off a single cam.
Pick a ridge, any ridge!
More blue skies in the valley Tuesday. On the hike up to the ridge I
couldn’t stop looking around and marvelling at the landscape. Sharp,
jagged peaks rose and fell in an endless wave towards the horizon.
Kežmarský štít, Slovakia’s answer to the Eiger, stood proudest among
them.
Tom and I had decided to tackle a random ridge line north of the hut.
After roping up I took the lead chopping and swearing as I moved up
the steep face. Everything was an overhang!
The climbing was poorly protected. Everything at the wrong angle! My
hardest pitch came on a 20ft vertical wall leading up our fifth
gendarme. I had one piece of gear in, but was way above this when
my axes blew. Unbelievably an axe leash held my fall. I was keen to get
up after that. We carried on, bridging was the name of the game with a large amount of trust placed in our crampon points.
On top of the gendarme I rapped off the ridge to follow an easier line and regain the route further on.
It was cold waiting for Tom on the final belay. He’d been out of sight for a good half hour and I was beginning to freeze to
the rock. When he reached me at 14:15, the sun was low in the sky and we had to make a call. Though I could have led the
final pitch, we had no idea what the climbing beyond would be like. We expected it to be the same sustained level already
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faced. We abbed off. We didn’t think we could gain the summit and descend in good time. I learnt more bailing there, than
completing the climb.
Assault on Kolový Stit, 2,418m.
For the rest of the trip people took to skiing and ridge climbing not willing to risk themselves on the valley’s nail hard routes.
The eastern ridge traverse of Kolový Stit, 2,418m became a winner for the group. Two A.C teams successfully navigated the
gnarly exposure during our stay. My attempt ended slightly differently.
The hut warden had recommended a route up a snowfield in the Cervana Dolina which led onto the ridge towards Bells
Vera, over Zmrzla Vera and on to the summit of Kolový Stit.
‘5 hours’ he said. ‘UIAA 3’ he said.
We had terrific weather and made good progress up the snowfield. Wisps of cloud curled among the summits. Butterflies
fluttered on the thermals around us.
As we progressed roped up, the climb turned out to be far harder than anticipated. Not technically, but in exposure and risk
factor. The rock sloped the wrong way, there was scant protection and everything was covered in powder. I dug a lot to
place gear.
In the end, what decided whether we would finish the route was our
decision to pitch rather than move together. Another team had gone
alpine style, made good time and were now winding their way down
the snowfield as I topped out and saw the final objective. Still three
peaks away!
Time for another bail. The last embers of the sun caught the mountain
tips as we began the long abseil down.
I’ve abseiled plenty of times before, but never into the unknown like
that. Not knowing whether we’d find a useable ab point. I went first. I
always seem to.
The rope on those abseils was always frustratingly short a few metres
of the next ab station. I had to untie the end of the rope, pass it
through the prussik and then re-tie to jam in the belay plate. The rope
stretch gave me just enough reach to throw a sling over the second
station. Unbeknownst to me I had led the first abseil with no gear and
luckily had one sling on my harness. To complicate matters we had
run out of tat.
On the third ab I dropped my belay plate *face palm.* I was starting
to sweat by this point. Tom and I were both keen to get down. I took
the next abseil on an Italian hitch. Unbelievably, thirty metres down
the ab I saw a wire poking out through the snow and it was old red, my belay plate!! Great Scott. Good luck at last!
We decided to down climb after that. The snow felt good underfoot, but the axes dragged clean through. Tom went to
explore a gulley to our left whilst I retrieved the rope. We down climbed a few hundred metres before one more abseil over
a steep face took us into the couloir and a walk down by moonlight.
Rest Day

Several members of the team busied themselves cleaning gear and enjoying the hut’s fantastic pancakes. It’s not all spuds
and turnips in Eastern Europe you know.
Later, we went out for avalanche rescue training. My transceiver become the highlight of the workshop with several
members commenting on the antique strapped to my stomach. Thanks Mr Craig, I really do appreciate you lending it to me
still!
A Fine Walk on a Warm Winter’s Day.
It was a bright and sunny on our final day in the mountains. The temperature had risen to 6 degrees turning the snow to
mush. Ridges were out of the question due to the high winds.
Tom and I decided to go for an exploratory trek in the next valley. It was nice not to be climbing by the seat of your pants.
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We made our way out of the woods sinking up to
our thighs every other step and began to ascend the
col towards the Kopske Sedlo. Eight chamois
watched us from higher up the mountain.
We had hoped to scramble Jahnici stit from the N.E
ridge that day, but as soon as we saw it would be a
technical climb at Scottish III+ we ditched the plan.
We took off for the saddle. It reminded me of Windy
Gap on Great Gable. The wind spat in bursts forcing
us to scuttle between cover. We made it up to
Hlupy, 2061m. Nothing hard. I made the right choice
to leave the crampons off. We kicked snow steps
most of the way and then scrambled up turf and
moraine to the summit. Tom and I enjoyed a brief
photoshoot in the sun before descending.
Avalanche debris covered our previous trail back to the hut. One bus sized lump had impressively rolled several hundred
metres and squashed several trees. It was a sobering sight. All week we had been advised by the hut warden to take shovels,
probs and transceivers out with us. I lamented humping the gear around. This wasn’t alpinism!
Most of our group had never climbed with a transceiver. Does a mountaineer really need one they asked? Adam C has
theorised its likely were you caught, that by the time your partner descended, you would be beyond the survival window of
recovery. They could not cover the ground as quickly as a skier.
Returning to the hut, two Czech girls caught my eye and soon we were enjoying beer on the balcony.

“Have you heard?” one of them asked.
“What’s that?”
“Slovakia have closed border with Czechia and all airports.”
Apparently, something called Corona Virus was getting people excited. Upon checking my phone I found budget superstars
Whizzair had cancelled my flight (refund still pending).
This looked serious.
That night over dinner, the best conversations are always over food, we discussed what was to be done. We decided to go ice
climbing further down the valley and monitor the situation. We’ll wait it out up here we thought. Safest place is in the
mountains.
The Lasts Days
That decision didn’t last long. The next morning over breakfast a strong debate raged and we decided to flee the hut.

It felt like the ‘last days of Saigon’ with the group furiously packing. Food, gas, anything disposable was thrust into the hands
of the East Europeans watching us.
The lads legged it down the trail towards freedom. Others opted to ski, in what looked like a laughable Bond scene.
Crammed into two jeeps we drove towards Krakow, our only way out. It was feared that should Poland close its border, then
Hungary would quickly follow leaving us stranded. I looked out at Slovakia as we drove through forests of pine and noted the
high poverty still in the country.
We were rather disappointed at the border. We had imagined guards with machine guns trained on the waiting cars. There
were however, three polite police officers who asked if we were ill, had been and of our intended destination? No? We were
waved through. In a lay-by a family stood huddled as their van was examined by men in white suits.
Poland was a complete contrast to Slovakia. The EU has done some good work there. The group split for the airport whilst I
went to see the sights and sounds of Krakow. What a city. The old town is stunning!

Landing in Stansted, the UK seemed blissfully unaware of what was taking place on the continent. I passed through security
reflecting on just how close I’d come to being an honorary East European for the summer.
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Madame President

Mother Hen
Jenny
Whatever you call her, she is not only celebrating
her 80th birthday on 5th June but 2020 is also her
50th year of membership of the ACC
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A Short History of Jenny
Jenny joined the then only couple of years old ACC in 1970 when,
as a bored house wife, she went along to the Aylesbury Technical
college to see what she could enrol on. Being a bit late, she found
that the upholstery course was already full! OK so what else had
they got? Well, just the rock climbing course on the gymnasium
wall (then run by the fledgling ACC), so she signed up for that.
Finding she enjoyed climbing, and the company, or was it the pub
afterwards, she was soon attending weekend meets, and then off
to Skye for a week by the next September.
Her early climbing was mostly spent on the longer "big routes" of the more
remote crags of North Wales or on Skye, having little time for gritstone or
cragging. But then a hand accident intervened, which took away her confidence
to commit on the beloved longer routes.
She started trekking in 1985 in Nepal with John Hunt (of Everest fame!) and then
went with KE Adventure every 2 years from 1987, including their first
exploratory trips into Bhutan, until Tim became ill. But now she is making up for
lost time by going every year - until this C19 year!
Learning to ski in her 40s she still goes skiing twice a year, but her boots and skis
are still to blame for not being able to keep up.
She proudly boasts that she has been to Scotland every year since joining the ACC - till this year (but there’s still time)!
Oh, and did I mention Skye? Well. she has a passion for the island, is outraged by coach
loads of tourists and camper vans, and has fond memories of drinking in the Sligachan Hotel
(the old bar that is now the hotel kitchen!). Nowadays she refuses to use the new fangled
bridge, ever a romantic she much prefers to use the Kylerhea Ferry, over the sea to Skye.
Elected as ACC chairman a very long time ago, she has been, and still is, our general fixer for our social events or for just finding a table in a pub when told they are full! She still
attends most of our meets and now, as club president, regularly cracks the whip to keep
our committee in line.
Her biggest challenge has been getting to grips with modern communications, always
preferring to harangue unsuspecting club members by the telephone. But she does now
have an iPad and can read emails (but wont reply to them!) and has even recently mastered
the art of Zoom group chats!

Happy birthday Jenny from all the ACC, past and present
Chairman’s toast to Jenny
When I first met Jenny she had already been in the ACC for the same length of time that I have now been a member, i.e.
25 years. She has always been full of life and energy, warm-hearted and caring and the club is all the richer for such a
spirited and passionate advocate. On behalf of all the ACC members I would like to wish Jenny a very happy (80 th)
birthday and congratulate her on 50 wonderful years of membership.
PS: being a considerate club and because of current social distancing rules you are let off receiving “The Bumps”.

Having started a day out to traverse the Aonach Eagach ridge and, on arriving at the point
of no return, she decided she was going to go down rather than go any further that day.
There followed much discussion and persuasion, but she was still adamant that she
was not going any further that day, so a toreador waving a red cape was needed.

"So if you can't do it today you definitely won't be able to do it at your next likely
opportunity in 4 years time will you".
Now, those who know Jenny well will also know that bulls should not be prodded. She
then coasted along the ridge with the rest of us, finishing the day in style and was
looking forward to doing it again this year - if it weren't for the dreaded C19.
Paul T
On my first ACC pub meet, I met Jenny. I remember thinking “what a
tough old bird, when I grow up I want to be like that!”.
It was some time later I realised, she hadn’t ever “grown up” and
perhaps that was the secret...
Happy 80th Birthday Jenny, here’s to never growing up!
Moira xx
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I joined the ACC with Lesley, my first wife, around 1970 when Bob
Barnard moved to Aylesbury. I introduced Bob to climbing at school - we
took over the School climbing club from Nick Estcourt. Let and I were
living in Beckenham at the time and Bob suggested we join the club to go
on away meets. Sadly Lel is no longer with us but friends we made in
those early days have stayed with me to this day and Jenny remains one
of the closest.
Some folk may remember that I used to haul a guitar around and sing a few songs from time
to time. Jenny once told me that it was on one of her very early club meets that she heard
me singing “Whisky in the Jar” and she thought I’d put in the line about “handsome
winsome Jenny” just for her. And why not!
One of the grand things about climbing is bumping into friends unexpectedly. Early summer
1974, Lesley and I were living in Sheffield and preparing for our first trip to the Alps. We
were sorting out the gear at the top of Grim Wall at Tremadoc when we were
greeted out of the blue by Jenny who had just finished One Step while on an ACC
Skye Virgins
meet.
I don’t know who first spread the rumour
but I think a mischievous Mr Winter may
In more recent years Jenny has several times invited us to call in on the diy Dinner
have had a hand. Any new male ACC
Meets at Caseg Fraith. It’s been great to revive old memories, meet people I
member on their first trip to Skye was told
remember from the past and to see that the club continues to be active and
they would have to undergo an initiation
welcoming. A lot to do with “Chairman Jenny” I’m sure.
by satisfying Jennys desires on top of the
Many of my own memories of Jenny are with the Old Codgers, which was a spin-off Cioch. Unsurprisingly newcomers to the
of older ACC members in the 1980s. Jenny has always been one of its driving forces Glen Brittle Meets tended to exhibit a few
butterflies.
as she has of the Club. Annual gatherings, originally at the ODG in Langdale, more
recently venues on the Welsh border. Lots of late nights, music and song and even
some mountains. Jenny was always the one who ordered an early breakfast and was out on the
hill while the rest of us were still waking up. We called ourselves the OCA, the Old Codgers of
Aylesbury, as a joke because some of us were over 40. 40 years on the joke’s wearing a bit thin
- but Jenny isn’t showing it!
Hilary and I had booked ourselves into the Clachaig for a couple of nights so that we could join
you all to celebrate Jenny’s big 8-0. It’s sad that can’t happen this year but maybe sometime.
Until then, best wishes to you all and love to
From 2019 Xmas awards
Jenny and Many Happy Returns.
John Evans

Jenny’s “bravery” or bare faced cheek for haggling
with Doug Scott, the world renowned Himalayan
climber. She tried knocking him down £50 on the
price of a picture at a charity auction.
“I once took Jenny on a climb,
she looked very afraid”
Bill Russell
One evening in a pub in Keswick, probably on a meet at Newlands, the weather
was warm and a number of lads were wearing baseball vests to which the
landlord took exception as he considered it lowered the tone of the
establishment. This was deemed to be a sexist remark as the ruling was not
applied to ladies wearing the similar apparel. The evening degenerated and we
started stick beer mats on the ceiling to see how long it would take them too fall
off. In the end the landlord’s patience expired and we were asked to leave. Jenny
walked across to the bar and beckoned the landlord. Jenny asked if he could tell
her something – he agreed. Jenny then asked why he ran a pub when he disliked
people so much. We then departed.

At dinner meet at Dinas Mawddy Jenny, Julie, Charles
Ashwell, myself plus one other walked over Cader and then took the big ridge
heading south west over looking Barmouth. It was a lovely afternoon and we walked
further than intended but finally had to leave the ridge and head back to Tal-y-llyn.
We thought there was a footpath somewhere in the area and we ended up in a
farmyard not far from the river Dysynni. The farmer came out to see what we were
about. Jenny was wearing quite a skimpy t-shirt and in her best county accent tried
to appease the farmer, whose eyes were out like chapel hat pegs. The farmer’s wife
came out to see what all the fuss was about and quickly sent her husband indoors
with his tail between his legs – and also sent us on our way in no short order.
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Hut Mother
The days were long on Loch Linnhe
where seventeen chicks came to rest,
The need to account for their wanderings
is that which hut mother does best.
The plans which they had for adventure
were exciting and take them afar,
Hut mother would count them each morning
as they left one by one in a car.

With the promise of late sun and good weather
they started the ridge about one,
Those four lazy chicks hadn't told mother
but she knew what time they'd begun.
Into the Clachaig did she venture
to find the four chicks sitting there,

"I really was not worried
just wanted to show that I care".
Ten chicks packed their sacks and their lunches
all headed for Bidean nam Bian,
Five went in a different direction

but met up with hut mother Jen.
Seven chicks set off early one morning
Observatory Ridge was their aim,
For three chicks the climbing came easy
but for the young ones it wasn't the same.
They waddled with anticipation
and started the ridge on the right,
With aretes and run-outs between them
they finished the route with delight.
Meanwhile in the house on Loch Linnhe

staying up late was hut mother Jen,
She wouldn't rest her feathers that evening
Till the return of her chicks from the Ben.
An Ode from Glencoe
Dear Jenny,

Thank you for your comradeship over the years and your huge contribution to the Climbing Club.
We first met I think in October 1994 when you interviewed me in the Pub; The Buckinghamshire
Yeoman. The interview was in depth and at one point I wondered if it really was the Climbing Club
or was I being interviewed for MI6?
I look back at the high lights of my time with the Club and the early days; a Climb on the snow
slopes of the unnamed cwm with Diccon, or scrambling on the East Face of Tryfan or a climb with
Bob on the Swanage Cliffs or Winter scrambles on Siabdd with Phil. However, it is the social side
that really stands out and I have enjoyed the many pub visits and meals that we have shared and
especially the Christmas dinners that you organised.
O well! the Club did not turn out to be part of MI6 run by ‘M’, but it certainly has a ‘J’.
Have a really good birthday and thanks again.
Stephen Beazley
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For Jenny’s 80th I’d like to share a recipe I know she likes. Perfect for
munching back at the hut with a cup of tea while sharing tales of long days
in the mountains. Thanks Jenny for all your care, encouragement, patience,
wisdom and craziness!
Sally Woodbridge

Whisky-glazed parkin recipe by Ruby Tandoh
Serves 18
250g unsalted butter
250g soft light brown sugar
4 large eggs
150g treacle
200ml black tea
4 tbsp whisky
4cm ginger, peeled and finely grated
150g oatmeal
300g plain flour
2 tbsp ground ginger
2½ tsp baking powder
½ tsp bicarbonate of soda
¼ tsp salt

1.
2.

3.

4.

For the glaze
60ml whisky, Zest of 1 orange, 150g icing sugar
Preheat the oven to 180C/350F/gas mark 4. Grease and line a deep tin or roasting dish of
roughly 22x33cm.
Melt the butter over a low heat then leave to cool slightly before adding the sugar, eggs,
treacle, tea, whisky and fresh ginger. Whisk thoroughly to combine. In a separate bowl,
stir together the oatmeal, flour, ginger, baking powder, bicarbonate of soda and salt. Add
the dry ingredients to the wet mixture and whisk until you’re left with a smooth batter. It
might be a little more liquid than you’re used to, but this will give the parkin its
characteristic moistness and soft crumb.
Pour the batter into the prepared tin and bake for 30-40 minutes, until well-risen and
springy to the touch. A knife inserted into the middle of the cake should come out clean.
While the cake cools in its tin, stir together the whisky, orange zest and icing sugar for the
glaze. The icing will be reasonably thin. Pour it on top while the cake’s still hot – this way,
it’ll soak into the top to leave just a barely there glaze. Leave to cool.
If you can bear the wait, it’s best to wrap this cake in foil and let it sit for a day or two
before tucking in. During this time its flavours will meld and deepen – leaving the cake
treacly rich, spiced and delicious.
There was one occasion at the Eigiau meet when one of the party had failed
to return and Jenny was doing her mother hen act. Some of us went up the
hill to look for the straggler, found him and arranged to carry him back to the
hut where he was laid out in front of Jenny. Jenny started to panic and was
probably about to try resuscitation when the 'body' came back to life giving
Jenny the shock of her life. Unfortunately I can't remember the names of
those involved but Ritchie Thompson and Chris Heaven were possibly
amongst the culprits.
Bob Barnard
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Caption Competition
Entries for this picture — thanks to Diccon and Richard L

Here’s the picture for this issue. Send your caption
suggestions to me at barry_wright@outlook.com

“Olly contemplating another desperate lunge”
"When you just can't hold on any more …”
“I’ve always wanted to be on TV, but I’m getting over it now.”

General Information
Recycling on Meets
Generally we are pretty good now at recycling on meets. Please remember, if you brought it with you and it is
recyclable, take it home, or recycle locally. Thank You.
Kit
If you need to stock up on kit, remember that several shops offer discounts to members. The Climbers Shop,
Cotswold Outdoor and Fox’s of Amersham all offer discounts to members when using the appropriate codes.
Guides
If you want a Cicerone Guide please be aware Aylesbury Climbing Club are able to get a 25% discount.
Local Climbing Walls
ACC now has a WhatsApp group for the Milton Keynes walls: "MK midweek climbing". There's not a set day when
the ACC are there so this will make it easier to find out who's going and when, in order to link up with climbing
partners. If you want to be added to the group please text the Admin: Pete Collins, 07864-041454.
On Thursday evenings a group can be found at Oxford Brookes (contact Diccon Proctor).
Also, on the last Friday evening in the month there is a ‘Climb and Curry’ Evening. Climbing from 7ish before
heading to the Purple Mango at around 9pm (contact Alex Sharp).
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Your Committee
Committee Members Committee Post Phone
Chairman
President

Diccon Proctor
Jenny Walker

07799 686080
01296 713269

Secretary

Val Lum

01844 345727

Treasurer

Richard Andrews 01494 526645

Meets 2020

Richard Lodge

Meets 2021

Moira Domican-G 07887 750500

Membership

Olly Nicholson

07890 261898

Newsletter Editor

Barry Wright

07903 578302

If you enjoy reading the
newsletter please put your
fingers to the keyboard
and write an article about
something you have done
or anything you think may
be of interest to other club
members.
Thanks, Barry

07847 724041

For up-to-date information on spontaneous and planned events,
photos, discussions, daytrip arrangements and other club
activities, visit Facebook and the club website

The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual
authors and do not necessarily represent the views or ethos of the
editor, the committee or the Aylesbury Climbing Club as a whole.
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